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Figure 1. We propose GaussianEditor, an interactive framework to achieve delicate 3D scene editing following text instructions. As shown
in this figure, our method can precisely control the editing region and achieve multi-round editing.

Abstract
Recently, impressive results have been achieved in 3D

scene editing with text instructions based on a 2D diffusion
model. However, current diffusion models primarily gen-
erate images by predicting noise in the latent space, and
the editing is usually applied to the whole image, which
makes it challenging to perform delicate, especially local-
ized, editing for 3D scenes. Inspired by recent 3D Gaussian
splatting, we propose a systematic framework, named Gaus-
sianEditor, to edit 3D scenes delicately via 3D Gaussians
with text instructions. Benefiting from the explicit prop-
erty of 3D Gaussians, we design a series of techniques to
achieve delicate editing. Specifically, we first extract the
region of interest (RoI) corresponding to the text instruc-
tion, aligning it to 3D Gaussians. The Gaussian RoI is fur-

*Equal contributions.
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ther used to control the editing process. Our framework
can achieve more delicate and precise editing of 3D scenes
than previous methods while enjoying much faster training
speed, i.e. within 20 minutes on a single V100 GPU, more
than twice as fast as Instruct-NeRF2NeRF (45 minutes –
2 hours)1. The project page is at GaussianEditor.
github.io.

1. Introduction
Creating 3D assets has played a critical role in many appli-
cations and industries, e.g. movie/game production, artis-
tic creation, AR, VR etc. However, this process is usu-
ally expensive and cumbersome, especially for traditional
pipelines. Designers need to take a lot of labor and time to

1The editing time varies in different scenes according to the scene struc-
ture complexity.
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finish each step, e.g. sketching, building structures, creat-
ing textures etc. One cheap and effective way of creating
high-quality 3D assets is to start from an existing scene,
capturing, modeling, and editing the scene and obtaining
the wanted one. This approach can be also used for user-
interactive entertainment applications.

Neural radiance field methods [2, 3, 6, 29, 31, 42, 45]
have shown great power in representing 3D scenes and syn-
thesizing novel-view images. Past years have witnessed the
rapid development of NeRF and its variants, from both qual-
ity and efficiency perspectives. Editing a pre-trained NeRF
model becomes a promising way to edit 3D scenes. Rep-
resented by Instruct-NeRF2NeRF [11], researchers propose
to use the image-conditioned 2D diffusion model, e.g. In-
structPix2Pix [4], to edit 3D scenes simply with text instruc-
tions. Notable results have been achieved as real scenes can
be changed following the text instruction. However, current
2D diffusion models face challenges in accurately localiz-
ing editing regions, which hinders the generation of finely
edited scenes due to the change of unintended regions. Even
though some works [30] propose to constrain the editing re-
gion on edited 2D images, the editing region is not accu-
rately localized and hard to apply to the 3D representation.
Besides, NeRF-based methods [9, 48] bear coupling effects
between different spatial positions, e.g. different points are
queried from the same MLP field (for implicit representa-
tions) or voxel vertices (for explicit representations).

Recent 3D Gaussian Splatting [18] (3D-GS) has been
a groundbreaking work in the radiance field, which is the
first to achieve a real sense of real-time rendering while en-
joying high rendering quality and training speed. Besides
its efficiency, we further notice its natural explicit property.
3D-GS has a great advantage for editing tasks as each 3D
Gaussian exists individually. Editing 3D scenes by directly
manipulating 3D Gaussians with desired constraints is easy.

Aiming at editing 3D scenes delicately, we propose to
represent the scene with 3D Gaussians, which can be edited
with text instructions, and name our method as GaussianEd-
itor. GaussianEditor is divided into three main parts to
achieve precise control for editing regions. The first is the
region of interest (RoI) extraction from the given text in-
struction. The instruction may be complex or indirect while
this module helps extract the keywords matching the RoI
for editing. The second part aligns the extracted text RoI
to the 3D Gaussian space through the image space, where a
grounding segmentation module is applied. The last part is
to edit the original 3D Gaussians delicately with constraints
in the obtained 3D Gaussian RoI. With the above processes,
the region for editing can be precisely localized simply from
text instructions, which constrains the 3D Gaussian updat-
ing to obtain a delicately edited new 3D scene. Besides, we
enable interfaces for users to introduce more exact instruc-
tions for more delicate editing, e.g. Gaussian point selecting

and 3D boxes for modifying the editing regions2.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows.

• As far as we know, our GaussianEditor is one of the first
systematic methods to achieve delicate 3D scene editing
based on 3D Gaussian splatting.

• A series of techniques are designed and proposed to pre-
cisely localize the editing region of interest, which are
aligned and applied to 3D Gaussians. Though some sub-
modules are from existing works, we believe integrating
these awesome techniques to work effectively is a valu-
able topic, which is what we focus on in this paper.

• Our method achieves a series of more delicate editing
results compared with the previous representative work
Instruct-NeRF2NeRF [11] with much shorter training
time (within 20 minutes v.s. 45 minutes – 2 hours).

2. Related Work
2D Image Editing with Diffusion Models. By advance-
ments in diffusion model technology [13, 43], numerous
generative models [40] have attained remarkably impressive
outcomes in image synthesis. Recent progressions in diffu-
sion models have showcased their adeptness in fabricating
lifelike images from arbitrary textual inputs [8, 14, 39, 41,
44]. Harnessing the robust semantic comprehension and im-
age generation capabilities of foundational diffusion mod-
els, an escalating number of research explorations are cur-
rently employing diffusion models as a fundamental frame-
work for implementing text-based image editing function-
alities [33, 36, 37, 40]. Some of these methodologies ne-
cessitate the manual provision of captions for both the orig-
inal and edited images [12], while others mandate specific
scenario-based training for optimization [38]. These req-
uisites have rendered it arduous for ordinary users to avail
themselves of such techniques. Expanding upon this foun-
dation, iP2P [4] introduces instruction-based capabilities to
image editing, enabling users to simply input an image and
apprise the model of the desired alterations. This user-
friendly approach facilitates the democratization of image
editing in a more accessible manner.

3D Scene Editing of Radiance Fields. 3D Scene Edit-
ing of Radiance Fields has gained significant popularity as
a recent research direction [1, 10, 15, 20, 22–25, 28, 34,
46, 47, 51–53]. The main objective of such methods is to
enable the manipulation of both the geometry and appear-
ance of 3D scene representations. However, editing such
scenes poses inherent challenges due to the implicit nature
of traditional NeRF representations, which lack precise lo-
calization capabilities. As a result, previous works have pri-
marily focused on achieving global style transformations of
3D scenes [7, 16, 17, 32, 48, 50, 54]. While some efforts

2These additional instructions are applied to generate the man with two
different edited half faces in Fig. 1.
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“A young man with short hair and a 
tan sweater is looking at the camera.”
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Edit Instruction: 
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Answer: User Message

Render

condition Text To Image Diffusion

Figure 2. Our framework, named GaussianEditor, consists of three key steps. First, a module MDesc is used to get the description of the
input scene, which is put to an LLM assistant MLLM with the text instruction T provided by the user to obtain the text RoI TRoI . Second,
a grounding segmentation module MSeg is used to convert TRoI to image RoI IRoI , which is then lifted to 3D Gaussians RoI GRoI by RoI
lifting MLift, where additional user instructions O can be incorporated. Third, following the user instruction T , rendered image Irender

from randomly chosen views is edited by a diffusion model MDM . The loss between Irender and edited one Iedit is calculated. Finally,
gradient backpropagation and optimization are performed within the Gaussian RoI GRoI to get the edited scene Gedit.

have been made towards object-centric scene editing[55],
keeping the background unchanged has been a persistent
challenge. For example, a recently proposed work, Instruct-
NeRF2NeRF [11], implements text instruction-controlled
3D scene editing capabilities, achieving excellent editing
effects while maintaining user-friendliness. However, it re-
lies on the editing effect of 2D images, which may cause
global changes to the 3D scene. A subsequent work [30]
attempts to compute the relevance map between edited and
unedited images to localize the editing area. The relevance
map may be unreliable when the 2D IP2P [4] model fails.
Other efforts [23] attempt to rely on the 3D coordinates en-
tered by the user to decide the editing area. The introduction
of 3D Gaussians [18] has provided an opportunity to ad-
dress this limitation. Its explicit 3D representation method-
ology enables accurate selection and manipulation of edit-
ing areas. By incorporating LLMs, the whole process can
be more automated.

3. Method

In this section, we first review 3D representation methods
in Sec. 3.1. Subsequently, in Sec. 3.2, we overview our
proposed approach, which mainly includes three modules.
Sec. 3.3 delves into the precise Region of Interest (RoI) ex-
traction of text instructions, using scene description gener-
ation moduleMDesc and LLM assistantMLLM . Sec. 3.4
introduces how to align the instruction RoI with 3D Gaus-
sians, using grounding segmentation moduleMSeg and RoI
lifting moduleMLift. Finally, Sec. 3.5 describes the deli-
cate editing process within the obtained Gaussian RoI, using
text to image diffusion modelMDM .

3.1. Preliminaries

3D Gaussian Splatting. 3D Gaussian splatting [18] is a
recent powerful 3D representation method. It represents the
3D scene with point-like 3D Gaussians G = {g1, g2...gN},
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where gi = {µ,Σ, c, α} and i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Among them,
µ ∈ R3 is the position where the Gaussian centers, Σ ∈ R7

denotes the 3D covariance matrix, c ∈ R3 is the RGB color
and α ∈ R1 is the opacity. Benefitting from the compact
representation of Gaussians and efficient differentiable ren-
dering approach, 3D Gaussian splatting achieves real-time
rendering with high quality. The splatting rendering process
can be formulated as

C =
∑
i∈N

ciσi

i−1∏
j=1

(1− σj), (1)

where σi = αie
− 1

2 (xi)
TΣ−1(xi) represents the influence of

the Gaussian to the image pixel and xi is the distance be-
tween the 3D point and the center of the i-th Gaussian.

3.2. Overall Framework

Given a group of 3D Gaussians Ginput for an input scene
and a text instruction T for editing, our Gaussian editor E
can edit the 3D Gaussians delicately into a new one, denoted
as Gedit, with the guidance of the instruction. The whole
process can be formulated as

Gedit = E(Ginput, T ). (2)

Fig. 2 illustrates the overall framework of our approach,
which consists of three main steps. First, the Region of In-
terest (RoI) is extracted from the text instruction. In this
step, we employ a module named scene description genera-
tionMDexcription to get the description of the input scene.
We then input the scene description Tscene and text instruc-
tion T into a large language model assistantMLLM to de-
termine where we should make edits in the scene. The out-
put of this step is referred to as the instruction RoI TRoI .

The next step is the 3D Gaussian RoI alignment. We use
a grounding segmentation moduleMSeg to convert the RoI
from text space, i.e. TRoI , to the image space, i.e. IRoI .
Then the image RoI IRoI is lifted to the RoI of 3D Gaus-
sians GRoI through RoI lifting moduleMLift. The Gaus-
sian RoI allows us to control the regions where edits will be
applied precisely.

The last step is delicate editing within the Gaussian RoI.
In this step, we randomly sample the view to obtain the
rendered image Irender. A 2D diffusion model MDM is
used to perform the editing process on the rendered im-
age Irender, with the user instruction T and the image
Iinput of input scene as conditions. The resulting edited
image is denoted as Iedit. Subsequently, we calculate the
loss between Iedit and Irender and make gradient back-
propagation within GRoI . This implies that only the re-
gions specified by the RoI can receive corresponding gra-
dients during the back-propagation process. Finally, opti-
mization is executed based on these gradients. The final op-
timized scene representation Gedit is obtained through sev-
eral rounds of iterative optimization.

“a black park bench” “ a bicycle is parked on 
the side of the road ”

“ a bicycle is parked on 
a bench in a park ”

"A white bike is leaning against a black bench in a park."

LLM Assistant

Multimodal Model

Original Scene

Figure 3. The process of obtaining scene description.

3.3. RoI Extraction of Text Instruction

The instruction RoI is extracted for the editing regions from
both the input 3D scene Ginput and the text instruction T
provided by the user. To achieve this, we employ a mul-
timodal model MMM in conjunction with the large lan-
guage model assistant MLLM . The first step is the scene
description generationMDesc, which aims to get the scene
description Tscene from 3D Gaussians Ginput:

Tscene =MDesc(Ginput). (3)

The process of the scene description generation MDesc is
shown in Fig. 3. By leveraging the technique of differen-
tiable splatting as shown in Eq. 1, a set of 2D image sam-
ples {Isample} are generated and then inputted into a mul-
timodal model MMM to generate corresponding text de-
scriptions {Tsample}:

Tsample =MMM (PMM , Isample), (4)

where PMM is a prompt, such as “What is the
content of the image”, for multimodal model
MMM to get precise description. Subsequently, these de-
scriptions {Tsample} are fed into a large language model
MLLM , which is specifically instructed by a prompt
Pmerge to merge descriptions of diverse views into one de-
tailed scene description Tscene:

Tscene =MLLM (Pmerge, {Tsample}). (5)

After that, the scene description Tscene and the user
instruction T are combined with a predefined tem-
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plate Ttemplate: “Text description: Tscene Edit
Instruction: T Answer:” to form the user message
Tuser=Ttemplate(Tscene, T ). The LLM model MLLM is
used to extract the instruction RoI TRoI from user message
Tuser with a new prompt Pextract:

TRoI =MLLM (Pextract, Tuser). (6)

3.4. 3D Gaussian RoI Alignment

To confine the 3D editing region within the instruction RoI,
3D Gaussian RoI GRoI is aligned with the text RoI TRoI .
First, The RoI in the text space is transformed into the image
space via a grounding segmentation moduleMSeg:

IRoI =MSeg(Iinput, TRoI), (7)

where Iinput is rendered image of the input scene Ginput.
Then we lift the the RoI IRoI in the image space to 3D

Gaussian GRoI through training. To achieve this, an ad-
ditional RoI attribute r ∈ R1 was added to 3D Gaussian
gi = {µi,Σi, ci, αi, ri}. r is initialized to 0, which means
it is not in the Gaussians RoI, and 1 means it is inside the
RoI. The set of r is denoted as R ∈ RN ,1, where the N is
the number of 3D Gaussians Ginput.

Then the color ci in Eq. 1 was rewritten with ri to get the
rendered RoI IrenderRoI :

IrenderRoI =
∑
i∈N

riσi

i−1∏
j=1

(1− σj). (8)

Taking inspiration from SA3D [5], to get the trained
Gaussians RoI GtrainRoI , we adopt a similar loss function to
supervise the training process:

Lproj = λ1

∑
(IrenderRoI ·IRoI)+λ2

∑
((1−IrenderRoI )·IRoI),

(9)
where λ1 and λ2 are hyperparameters. The r in Eq. 8 is
updated via r ← r − η

∂Lproj

∂r with gradient descent, where
η denotes the learning rate. Eq. 9 encourages rendered RoI
to cover the Image RoI and not exceed it. Additionally, the
user can modify the trained Gaussian RoI GtrainRoI by giving
added Gaussian RoI GaddRoI , deleted Gaussian RoI GdelRoI and
3D box B3D:

GRoI = (GtrainRoI ∪ GaddRoI − GdelRoI) ∩ B3D, (10)

GaddRoI represents the 3D Gaussians user wants to edit, GdelRoI

means 3D Gaussians user wants to keep from editing, B3D
is the coordinates of 3D cuboid it limits RoI to inside the
box. GRoI is the aligned RoI with the text RoI. For exam-
ple, when editing the left face of the man in Fig. 1, ground-
ing segmentation failed to ground “left face”, instead, it
grounded the whole face. In this scenario, the user can use
the interactive interface to set the right face as GdelRoI or enter

the rectangular box where the left face is located as B3D.
The lifting processMLift can be represented as:

GRoI =MLift(IRoI ,O), (11)

where O = {GaddRoI ,GdelRoI ,B3D} is optional instructions.

3.5. Delicate Editing within Gaussian RoI

To achieve delicate editing in 3D scenes, we use the Gaus-
sian RoI to constrain the editing area. In particular, we ran-
domly sample viewpoints from the 3D scene and render 2D
image Irender. After that, Irender and noise level t are put
into 2D diffusion modelMDM , with the user instruction T
and image Iinput of input scene as conditions, to get edited
image Iedit:

Iedit = D(Irender, t; T , Iinput), (12)

where t is a randomly chosen noise level from [tmin, tmax].
Similar to 3D-GS [18], we apply the L1 and D-SSIM

loss functions during editing.

L = (1− β)L1 + βLD−SSIM . (13)

the two losses are calculated between the 2D edited image
Ied and the rendered image Ird. Then, gradient backpropa-
gation is performed within Gaussian RoI GRoI :

∇G =
∂L
∂G
· R, (14)

whereR is the set of RoI attributes. That means only Gaus-
sians in RoI can receive gradients. Finally, we utilize the
Adam algorithm to optimize the 3D Gaussians. After many
rounds of training, the edited 3D scene Gedit is obtained.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details

Our method is implemented in PyTorch [35] and CUDA,
based on 3D Gaussian splatting. The multimodal model
we used in our method is BLIP2 [21], and we use GPT-
3.5 Turbo to ground the text ROI. For grounding segmenta-
tion, We use the cascade strategy, i.e. first using Grounding
DINO [26] to get the box on the image corresponding to
the text, and then using SAM [19] to get the corresponding
image RoI. The 2D diffusion model used in our method is
Instruct Pix2Pix [4]. We leave more details in the Appendix.

4.2. Qualitative Evaluation
Visualization Results. In Fig. 1 and Fig. 4, we present
the visual results of GaussianEditor, demonstrating the pre-
cise editing effects while ensuring 3D consistency. Fig. 1
shows the editing capabilities for characters. The first
column displays the original scenes. In the second col-
umn, the first row “Give him a red nose” illustrates
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Original “Make the road look like the meadow”

“Turn the bench into Turquoise”

“Turn the road into river”
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Original “Turn the bear into a polar bear” “Turn the bear into a panda” “Turn the bear into a grizzly bear”
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Figure 4. Qualitative results on outdoor scenes. Our method supports separate foreground and background editing in real-world scenes.

color-changing ability, while the third row, “Make him
completely bald”, showcases capabilities of retextur-
ing and slight geometry editing. The second row in the sec-
ond column demonstrates precise editing ability by exclu-
sively editing the left side of the face. Based on that, we
achieve editing in the third column, focusing on the right
side of the face, showcasing the ability of multi-round edits,
and accurately fulfilling user instructions. Fig. 4 showcases
the precise editing capabilities in open 3D scenes. In the up-
per portion, the bicycle scene allows us to accurately locate
the position of the road and edit its texture, transforming it
into the grass, a river. In the experiment where we change
the texture to a river, our method accurately constructs the
reflection, making it appear realistic. Based on editing the
road into a river, we further edited the bench, proving that
our method can achieve multiple rounds of editing. The
lower portion demonstrates the results of editing the bear,
which fully preserves the original appearance of the back-
ground area and focuses the edits on the bear.
Comparisons with Instruct-NeRF2NeRF. Fig. 5 com-
pares the results of our method with those of IN2N [11],
on the scenes presented in IN2N. From the figure, it is
evident that our method changes the texture of the pants
without affecting the clothes, and vice versa, demonstrating

the effectiveness of our method in distinguishing different
objects within the foreground. Additionally, when editing
the clothes and pants, the background remains unaffected,
indicating our method’s effective separation of foreground
and background. Furthermore, the last column reveals that
IN2N, limited by 2D diffusion, distorts the face, while our
method maintains a superior rendering quality of faces.
Complex Multi-Object Scenes. Furthermore, we present
the results of our editing in a complex scene featuring mul-
tiple objects, as depicted in Fig 6. We specifically selected
three distinct object types for editing purposes. The first
object type is the background. In a particular sub-scene, the
desktop shares similarities with the background. Employing
a caption-based approach, we successfully transformed the
desktop into a wooden material. As evident in the image,
the edited result exhibits a distinct and pronounced wood
texture. The second object type is a foreground object, the
flowerpot. We opted to change the color of the flowerpot
to red, and the outcome was highly successful. Lastly, the
most intricate editing task involved the rolling pin, which
was occluded by multiple objects from various perspectives.
As illustrated in the lower right corner of the picture, we
managed to edit it into a cucumber without any adverse im-
pact on the other objects.
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Original “Make his t-shirt out of leather”“Turn his t-shirt into white”“Turn his pants into a bronze statue”“Turn his pants into yellow”

IN2N

Ours

Figure 5. Comparisons with Instruct-NeRF2NeRF (IN2N) [11] on the scene presented in their paper.

Original “Turn the desk into wood” “Turn the rolling pin into cucumber”“Turn the flowerpot red”
Figure 6. Qualitative results on complex multi-object scenes. The background “desk”, the foreground “flower pot”, and the multi-
view blocked foreground “rolling pin” are edited separately.

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation on the bicycle scene of the Mip-
NeRF360 dataset [3].

Methods CTIDS↑ IIS↑ FID↓ Time↓
IN2N [11] 0.22 0.85 103 51 min
Ours-DVGO [45] 0.11 0.82 148 40 min
Ours-3DGS 0.28 0.95 51 20 min

4.3. Quantitative Evaluation

Metric Comparisons. Table 1 shows quantitative results
on the bicycle scene of the Mip-NeRF360 dataset [3], com-
paring with IN2N [11] and Direct Voxel Grid Optimization
(DVGO) [45] as the representation. The metrics include
CLIP Text-Image Direction Similarity (CTIDS), Image-
Image Similarity (IIS), FID, and training time. GaussianEd-
itor achieves the best results in all metrics. The test data is
shown in the supplementary material.

User Study. We perform a user study comparing with
IN2N on the bear scene in Fig. 4 and the human scene in
Fig. 5, involving 21 participants. GaussianEditor gets a

87.07% voting percentage, while IN2N gets 12.93%.

4.4. Ablation Study and Analysis

Ablation of Gaussian RoI, Text RoI, RoI Lifting. To
validate the effectiveness of each module in our framework,
we design three variant approaches: (1) w/o Gaussian RoI:
We discontinued the use of Gaussian RoI GRoI to control
the gradients of Gaussian points, as mentioned in Eq. 14.
(2) w/o Text ROI: In this scenario, we ceased the selection
of text ROI TRoI using LLM assistantMLLM . Instead, all
the words in the user’s instruction are put to MSeg to get
IRoI . (3) w/o RoI lifting: Instead of lifting the image RoI
IRoI to 3D Gaussians, the image RoI IRoI is used to gov-
ern the calculation of the loss. That is, only the pixels within
the image RoI IRoI are taken into account for the loss com-
putation. Fig. 7 showcases the outcomes of our ablation
experiment, which aimed to edit the doll based on the in-
struction “Turn its mouth into red.” The results
reveal the following findings. (1) When the Gaussian RoI
is not used, the 3D scene is all turned red because the 2D
diffusion fails to control the editing area. (2) In cases where
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Original w/o Gaussian RoI w/o Text RoI w/o RoI Lifting Ours

Instruction: “Turn its mouth into red”

Figure 7. Ablation experiment of RoI.

text ROI TRoI is not utilized, the grounding segmentation
model tends to segment the entire foreground object, lead-
ing to the doll being entirely edited to red. (3) When RoI
liftingMLift is not employed, the doll’s mouth is success-
fully turned red, but other facial areas are also affected. Be-
cause the grounding segmentation model may fail to parse
specific views, noise exists on the image RoI IRoI . Con-
sequently, leakage occurs during the editing process. Our
proposed RoI lifting module effectively addresses this is-
sue during training. In conclusion, our ablation experiment
demonstrates the effectiveness of several RoI-related mod-
ules in our method.

Ablation of Scene Description Generation. We further
conduct experiments to evaluate the role of scene de-
scription generation, employing three distinct experimen-
tal setups. The first one composes the user message
Tuser, without employing scene description. The second
method randomly samples a view and extracts the corre-
sponding image’s text description as the scene description.
The third one represents the complete version of our ap-
proach. The test scene involves a park where a bike and
a bench are positioned closely together. The editing in-
struction is “Turn the thing next to the bike
orange”. The obtained results are presented in Fig. 8.
As shown in the image, when scene description is not em-
ployed, the LLM fails to acquire the Text ROI according to
the user instructions, resulting in editing failure. The second
one randomly samples images to obtain scene descriptions,
resulting in incomplete descriptions and leading to an in-
correct text ROI prediction by the LLM. Consequently, the
final editing result turns the road into an orange color. In
contrast, our method flawlessly executes the editing task.
This success can be attributed to scene description genera-
tion, which obtains an accurate text description encompass-
ing the relative positional relationship between the bicycle
and the bench. This enables the LLM to analyze and deter-
mine the user’s intention to edit the bench. Consequently,
the desired color change of the bench is successfully imple-
mented.

4.5. Limitations

Although our framework has solved some problems inher-
ited from the integrated sub-modules, e.g. noise in the re-
sults of grounding segmentation, there are still some prob-

“[bench]”

Text description: “” Edits: Turn the 
thing next to the bike orange. Answer:

Text description: “A bicycle is parked 
on the side of the road.” Edits: Turn 
the thing next to the bike orange. 
Answer:

Text description: “A white bike is 
leaning against a black bench in a 
park.” Edits: Turn the thing next to the 
bike orange. Answer:

“[side of the road]”

“To provide a more accurate answer, I'll 
need a text description of the scene you 
want to edit. Could you please provide a 
description of the scene, including the 
object that is next to the bike?”

“Turn the thing next to the bike orange.”

Text Instruction

Original w/o description

Single image description Scene description

LLMLLM

LLM

Figure 8. Ablation results about the scene description generation.

lems that the current system cannot completely avoid. In
scene description generation, the descriptions from different
views of the same object may differ from each other. When
the differences are large enough, the LLM may misunder-
stand these descriptions as those from multiple objects. This
issue does not affect the results in the current experiment,
but we would like to optimize this in the future. In addition,
our system cannot achieve good editing results in scenes
where the grounding segmentation or diffusion model com-
pletely fails, such as drastic geometric editing.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a systematic framework, named Gaus-
sianEditor, for text-guided delicate 3D scene editing. As
we know, GaussianEditor is one of the first works to edit
3D Gaussians, taking advantage of the explicit property of
3D Gaussians and making it easy to control the editing area
precisely. Several techniques are proposed to achieve deli-
cate editing, including extracting instruction RoI from texts,
aligning the RoI to 3D Gaussians, and editing the scene
with the Gaussian RoI. GaussianEditor achieves notably
more delicate editing results than IN2N [11] with much
shorter training time (within 20 minutes v.s. 45 minutes
– 2 hours). Noticing recent works [27, 49] have extended
Gaussian splatting to dynamic scenes, we leave the delicate
editing in dynamic scenes as future work.
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